Bridging telephony and Microsoft® Teams
A smooth cloud communications system with integrated telephony: Empower effective collaboration for businesses of all sizes.

At a glance
- **Complement Microsoft Teams with your enterprise telephony services**: Enrich your MS Teams collaboration experience with a simple professional telephony services integration and bring your office phone number everywhere, on any device.
- **One hub, endless connections**: Seamlessly integrate your telephony system. Embrace the power of a unified platform that consolidates your communications channels. Easily adapt your current telephony system, while maximising the potential of your equipment and software.
- **Synchronise your presence**: Your "busy or not status" updates automatically between your telephony system and Microsoft Teams so you never miss an important call.
- **Move to cloud at your own pace**: Seize the power of the cloud and revolutionise your communications without business disruption.

Access your world, unleash potential: Unlock possibilities and capitalise on your previous investments

Revolutionise your communications experience. Rainbow™ by Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise is the solution you’ve been waiting for to seamlessly integrate telephony features into your Microsoft Teams application. With the ALE telephony connector, you can now enjoy enriched telephony capabilities in Microsoft Teams.

Rainbow’s comprehensive security ensures your most sensitive data is protected. With Rainbow’s robust certification you can rest assured that your information is in the safest hands with:
- International and local data security certifications
- SSO authentication
Your business, your rules

As a business owner, you know that purchasing and deploying new solutions can be expensive, time-consuming and sometimes crippling for businesses that need to scale quickly and adapt to changes on the fly.

Your employees can **seamlessly work** with their existing systems, which can reduce stress and boost adoption rates. It connects **any hardware**. No worries, even if your phones are not Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise branded, there is **no need to rip and replace**. Rainbow Telephony for Microsoft Teams is **easy to install**, and **easy to integrate**.

**Stay agile, save costs and keep your business running smoothly**

Moving to the cloud elevates your communications with:

- Accessibility
- Scalability
- Flexibility up and down
- Security
- Always up-to-date software and communications features

**Synchronised devices**

With the Rainbow Telephony for Microsoft Teams seamless solution, you'll enjoy convenient access to **presence status synchronisation**, a **unified phone number**, **device mobility**, **single sign-on (SSO)** and **third-party conferences**. Experience advanced capabilities including:

- One-click call using the computer, an external fixed or mobile phone line
- Controlling and managing a desk phone or a mobile phone, while keeping a unique identity
- Configurable speed-dial keys
- Voicemail notification and consultation
- Transfer management, 3-way conference
- Detailed history calls and missed calls
- PABX, Rainbow, Microsoft Teams and business telephone directory search
- Single sign-on when using Microsoft AZURE

All of these capabilities are crucial for efficient and dependable communications with customers, partners and suppliers.

**Transforming the future: Rainbow Hub and cloud-based phone services**

Prepare your future cloud telephony transition and with Rainbow Hub, where the power of the cloud converges with cutting-edge technology and start your journey toward a new era of communications.

Learn more about how Rainbow Telephony for Microsoft Teams is transforming business communications and collaboration today.